
The world
standard
The BOA
Impress®

from 60 to 225 tons press force



Highly increased reliability resulting in substantially less 
downtime for service and maintenance.
Up to 30% more efficient than traditional presses; 
produces highly dense, easily stackable bales. 
Fewer wearable parts for lower maintenance and service.
Longer life.
Cost of ownership substantially below comparable balers.
Quick return on investment.

Electronic facts
Siemens S7 PLC, with full colour touch screen.
A PLC control with extensive possibilities, such as the setting 
of 64 different material types.
Track measuring in the main cylinder ensuring perfect ram 
positioning and setting.
Magnetic safety switches for ease of use and reliability.
Smart cabling, which has solved the problem of cable damage 
caused by rats and other rodents.
Automatic data download to a PC network is possible.

Impressive benefits

‘Ceraclean’ needle head                                                                                 Ram wheel                                                                             ‘3D’ wire guide fork

BOA. 
It’s all about you.



Impress® Specifications

Press type Bale size

Double prepress flap

Mono prepress flap

Shear press
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The Impress® line offers three press methods; cutting, single flap and double flaps. 
With press strengths from 60 up to 225 tons and three types of bale dimensions.

Impress®   Bale size Power Press force Hopper size  Binding
  W H kW  T     kg/cm2 L (option) W V H (option)

D225	 D	 1100	 1200	 165-225	 225	 17,0	 1620	(1920)	 972	 5	 (5)
	 B	 1100	 1100	 165-225	 215	 17,4	 1620	(1920)	 972	 5	 (5)
D130	 B	 1100	 1100	 75-110-165	 130	 10,7	 1620	(1920)	 972	 5	 (5)
	 A	 1100	 720	 75-110-165	 130	 16,4	 1620	(1920)	 972	 5	 (3)
D100	 B	 1100	 1100	 75-110	 100	 7,8	 1620	(1920)	 972	 5	 (5)
	 A	 1100	 720	 75-110	 100	 11,9	 1620	(1920)	 972	 5	 (3)

M90	 A	 1100	 720	 75-110	 90	 11,4	 1620	 972	 5	 (3)
M75	 A	 1100	 720	 37-45	 75	 9,5	 1620	 972	 5	 (3)
M60	 A	 1100	 720	 22-37-45	 60	 7,6	 1620	 972	 5	 (3)

S75	 A	 1100	 720	 37-45	 75	 9,5	 1400	 972	 5	 (3)
S60	 A	 1100	 720	 22-37-45	 60	 7,6	 1400	 972	 5	 (3)

All sizes in mm.



BOA Impress® Waste
A press shows it’s real endurance when processing household 
waste. Its qualities are expressed in its operating performance 
and low maintenance. 
The BOA Impress® Waste has a compression chamber made of 
exchangeable wear-resistant hardened steel. Its uncomplicated 
accessibility makes it easy to clean. The lockable sealing at the 
needle holes prevents inconvenient protrusion of material. 
BOA Impress® patented refuse ram is one of a kind. The hydraulic 
sealing of the ram’s front side makes it absolutely impossible for 
material to enter the ram. This guarantees problem-free binding. 
Unique to the design is the possibility to bind horizontally 
and vertically. 

BOA Impress® for plastic
Where competitors have trouble processing plastic, the BOA press 
really stands out with these materials. Most types of plastic are 
very expansive in nature, so that they can be better compressed 
using a flap press. For specific plastics such as PET, a flap press 
has the additional advantage that the material is not cut. 
With the use of a prepress flap, up to 30% more will be retained 
in the chamber.
A double prepress flap produces the most homogenous bales 
possible. BOA’s unique double prepress flap will provide you with 
the best solution on the market to prevent wire snap problems.

BOA Impress® for Paper and Cardboard
The two-metre filling opening leads to a better flow during the 
filling process. This has two advantages: a 2-metre opening to 
accommodate large-size cardboard sheets, but also the double 
prepress flaps for extra strong prepressing. This retains more 
material in the chamber, while also enabling difficult materials 
such as reel cores to be processed. The advanced control system 
can store the particular settings for a given type, so that an 
optimum bale can be produced for any type of paper or 
cardboard as well as fast switching between different types.

Different markets, 
different solutions.

BOA is part of the Stibbe Management Group 
www.stibbemanagement.nl

BOA Recycling Equipment  Binnenhaven 43,  
P.O. Box 212,  7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands
T +31 (0) 534 300 300,  F +31 (0) 534 343 262,  
E info@boarecycling.nl,  I www. boarecycling.nl

Different markets have different needs and preferences. For your business 

flexibility, we have designed the BOA Impress® line to handle the widest possible 

range of materials. For your market, we have devised specific solutions:



BOA Impress® Baler Series

The art of finding the perfect solution:
State-of-the-art technology to create 
the lowest cost of ownership.



The BOA 
Impress®

D225 Series

Most producers of balers prefer a specific baler methodology. BOA doesn’t. Your operation and the 

materials that you process lead the choice of the most profitable press methodology. Sometimes a 

cutting press is better, sometimes a prepress flap is better with difficult materials like PET and plastic film, 

sometimes a high pressing force (200+ tonnes) and capacity requirements makes a press with double 

prepress flaps the best option. The Impress® line offers all three options; including pressing forces from 

60 to 225 tonnes, and three channel sizes. Due to their innovative construction, the Impress® balers do 

their job faster, and at the same time they are extremely reliable. The constructors have succeeded in 

building incomparable balers that offer a substantial lower cost of ownership.

A look at the facts

Hydraulic facts
Cardan suspended main ram cylinder, which prevents 
uneven pressure on the frame and cylinder.
Low-noise hydraulic system.
Return system and bypass filter for improved oil filtration, 
resulting in less maintenance.

Full-colour touch screen Cost-efficient ceramic  Low-maintenance
 wire guide ram wheel

Mechanical construction facts
The Impress® is based on 
the ‘cam-slot’ construction 
principle, with a heavy-duty head plate.
Several component functions have been combined, 
resulting in a more compact baler with fewer parts.
Patented non-wearable ceramic wire guide. 
Reliable hot-dip galvanized Hydromat IV device for 
automatic tying of bales, reinforced mounted cutters, 
which results in a substantially improved cycle time.
High rotation flap construction, significantly more 
pressing force.
Double prepress flap makes large filling opening possible.

Service and maintenance facts
Easily accessible for cleaning.
Maintenance-free and extremely wear-resistant high-quality 
construction materials.
Mostly maintenance-free components, including the 
innovative ‘Ceraclean’ needle head.
Multidirectional adjustable ‘3D’ wire guide forks.

Pressure channel


